


eWebdata is an information Technology company offering an 

extensive range of services to businesses and organizations 

around the world. We provide enterprise IT solutions & services 

to improve business processes and leverage technology 

innovation. 

We understand our clients’ needs and provide them with 

the best service to support the growth of their business in 

the competitive world.  From the initiation of the project 

to the delivery phase, we will provide you regular 

updates on the project while ensuring transparency 

in our services.



FIRST: Big data is intimidating. But it’s

not hard to understand.  Or use.

SECOND:    Our SmartPixel™ will

turbocharge your marketing efforts using

the data you purchase.

THIRD: Our all-in-one dashboard system will help

you track your results in real time.  No more waiting

For weekly or monthly reports. 

eWebData has a unique combination of services that will give you 

a cutting-edge advantage over your competition, as well as create 

share-of-mind relevancy with clients who don’t even know they want to meet you yet. 



IF you’ve ever bought a direct mail list – name + physical addresses + income – you know how to buy data.  You just 

have to think a little differently.  Instead of finding them just by where they live, you are now looking for where they have

visited – online. 

Data works by understanding the search terms and URLs your target market visits. 

Your base list is still your prospects’ income and where they live.  But you might look for the following  additional criteria in 

a targeted list – visits to the URLs of your competitors as well as other complimentary businesses or services.

Vineyard Example: $150K income + 50 mile radius + local private golf club  

+ 3 competitor URLs   + URLs of top wine blogs 

+ key search terms 

Want to get really specific?

We can find and sell you the names of people who have just purchased a wine vault in the last week, indicating 

They are going to start building a collection.  All by URL and search term targeting.  We can drill down and target 

niche segments based on products you want to aggressively promote.  Best of all – once you buy data, you 

own it – unlike renting names from a direct mail house.  This means you can continue to build your in-house 

database for years, and to drill down by new and emerging segments to stay ahead of your competition.       



The ethics of data privacy are critically important to everyone who buys and sells data. eWebData strives to be a leader 

in ethical and legal conduct, so that working with us does not open our clients – or theirs – to risk where data is 

concerned.   

The Direct Mail Association has been addressing the ethics of this issue for decades. All direct mail data brokers must 

agree to a strict code of ethical conduct that has set a standard for all data transactions in this digital age (DMA 2021).  

While it relies on a pledge to self-monitor conduct, the truth is that the majority of participants follow it.  Businesses like 

eWebData value their reputations and want to be ethical.

All companies that sell data of any kind must navigate the federal and state level laws and precedents in order to be 

able to legally and ethically sell data.  We take our responsibility to comply very seriously. Our internal

Code of Ethics takes into consideration the following concerns for our clients:

• The rights of consumers they want to guarantee

• The harms they are trying to protect consumers from

• The problems they are trying to solve

• The privacy outcomes they hope to achieve for consumers

At eWebData, we will only sell specifically relevant information to a client.  We do not sell client information.



*We use our Reverse IP Append tech

to convert your visitors and/or current

customer list into current emails,

Keyword terms, names & addresses

We will brainstorm with you to refine

your search for Innovative results.

eWebData can also take your list of the search words you know or suspect are working for you with 

complete accuracy.  Google Analytics doesn’t do that. We can take your current email list of

customers and prospects and create a lookalike audience.   The difference is, our list is the names 

of real people with real email addresses, phone numbers and Facebook IDs.  

You can buy from us what 

Facebook and Google 

hides from you.



Customers are looking for you.  They just don’t know it’s you they’re looking for.  Data purchasing allows 

you to find them and invite them to meet you.  It also allows you to target customers who are the most 

likely to connect with you and purchase with you. It eliminates random web visitors, accidental clicks or 

looky-loos.  

For example: Search term data purchases can help you discover pre-purchase buying habits that will 

help you further hone and target the lists you buy for even better results.  Just like in the example of the 

wine vault.  But with the data, you’re not guessing.  

You’ll know before your prospect does that they’re looking for you.  Most companies don’t know about 

or understand data purchasing.  Now that you know, you’re ahead of the pack.  That’s the competitive 

edge that built Wal-Mart and Amazon.

The Federal Government protects anonymity on websites.  You can’t just collect your own data because 

visitors may be on the “do not call” registry list.  Data purchasing is also a barrier to entry.  It prevents 

people from taking advantage of privacy by placing a cost in the way.  The ability to buy the data is a 

distinct competitive advantage. 





1 visitor = 14 contacts x 20% = 2.8 total visitors. 

If you paid $1 for the first contact through a data purchase, 

your CPA is now $0.263 per visitor. 

Everyone has a pixel.  

Even a smart pixel.  But 

those pixels are reactive.  

They tell you which of your 

direct mail pieces, 

Facebook ads or text 

campaigns produced 

results after they happen, 

and only if they have a 

reference point to start 

with.  They can’t give you 

the level of data 

eWebData can.

Where eWebData truly steps 

out of the crowd is with a proactive 

SmartPixel™.  For every visitor that 

visits your website – whether organic 

or paid – the eWebData SmartPixel™

goes and crawls the internet searching 

for up to 14 additional real people, 

exactly like the first unique visitor, 

increasing your reach while decreasing 

your cost per acquisition.  This is done 

by matching the search criteria of the 

first unique visitor over the last 48 hour 

period with other people who have 

extremely similar searches. 

Once SmartPixel™ has the 

first visitors’ information, it 

will send artificial 

intelligence (AI) created 

re-targeting ads to that 

visitor – and the 14 newly 

identified prospects - as 

they surf social media and 

the web. Aside from 

eliminating time creating 

the ads, the AI ad has an 

average 20% 

click through rate 



Data hits the feed.

The Smart Pixel

starts learning.

The Smart Pixel really

learns how people

Interact with your site.

The Smart Pixel 

develops a sophisticated

understanding of your

target market.

The Smart Pixel develops

a laser targeted ability to

find prospects who will

turn into customers.

When the eWebData Smart Pixel goes on your website, it’s like a newborn 

baby.  It needs time to get up to speed.  Pumping data you’ve purchased 

into a social media and/or email campaign actually turbocharges the pixel 

and decreases the time it takes to see profitable results. 

Here’s where having a proper website makes a massive difference. 

If Google doesn’t like your website, then all your marketing efforts, 

ad spends, data buys and pixel results will be diminished. 



Now that you understand how the process would work for you, let’s do a bit more complicated math 

to drill down on the types of results you could expect.

(again)

Drop purchased 

emails into a 

campaign.

Example cost: 

$0.75 per record.

EWebData has 

an AI driven email 

system that delivers 

- 95% of emails

- 40% open rate.

Our AI created 

emails have a 

reliable 20%

click thru rate.

4K x 20% = 800

Our SmartPixel™

looks for 14 NEW

prospects per each 

unique visitor.

800 x 14 = 11,200

You’ve more than doubled the reach of your data spend.

What can your sales funnel do with 3.040 new visitors per month?

Our AI delivers re-

targeted ads to these 

new visitors as well. 

Same 20% click thru.

11,200 x 20% = 2,240



✓ Boosts your prospective audience

✓ Maximizes your data purchase

✓ Supercharges your social media

campaign responses

✓ Finds prospects who are looking

for you NOW

✓ Reveal who is looking for you

✓ Reveal why and when they buy

✓ Drill deep into your target market

✓ Increase your ROI

✓ Increase your base of raving fans



• We assist with targeting

data and cleaning your

current database

• We program the

SmartPixel™ and

integrate it into the

dashboard

• Our AI generates social

media and email

retargeting campaigns

• The SmartPixel™ gets

installed on your

website

• Based on the custom

programming, ads are

served to your best

target prospects

• The SmartPixel™ starts

learning, improving,

and capturing data for

increasing results

• We connect the

SmartPixel™ to the

dashboard so you can

see results

• We help you connect

ALL your other social

media and marketing

accounts to the

dashboard

• We train key staff to use

the dashboard

• First & Last Name $1.00
• Mobile Phone Number $1.00
• Active Email $1.00
• Physical Address / Zip $1.00
• Model Credit Score $1.00
• Facebook ID $1.00
• Google Search Keyword $1.00 (ea)

• Amazon ID $1.00
• IP Address $1.00
• Data Hygiene $1.00

Starting with our own formula for success, we build a process for you that is customized to your goals.  We will 
train you and your team on how to best target, buy and use your data on an ongoing basis.  We partner with 
you to stay abreast of trends and new tech to maintain your elite advantage.

Monthly Consulting Fee + SmartPixel™ Package + Dashboard + Custom Data Spend



There are two types of ad impressions:  Dynamic and Generalized.  

Dynamic ads are ads that are customized for visitors to 

your website.  The SmartPixel™ picks up their IP 

address, augments it and runs it through qualification 

parameters that we set up with you in advance.

The ad is then customized with their name, a picture 

of the item they were viewing, or some similar feature.  

The ad is served 7x on both FB and Instagram within 

48 hours.  That’s 14 dynamic impressions per prospect.  

This audience has visited your website, so they’re 

about to make a decision. Dynamic ads bring them 

back to you.  

These ads are more expensive per prospect because 

of the augmentation expense – the SmartPixel™

prioritizes these prospects because they are the 

hottest leads. 

Generalized ads are basic static ads that are not 

customized.  The SmartPixel™ serves these to the 14 

lookalike prospects that match the visitors to your 

website.

The filter criteria for your top prospects is also used to 

find this audience.  But these people have not visited 

your website yet. 

The ad is served 7x on both FB and Instagram within 

48 hours.  That’s 14 dynamic impressions per prospect.

These ads are less expensive per prospect because 

they do not use the dynamic augmentation.  When 

these prospects visit your website, they will convert to 

dynamic ad prospects.

This is how the SmartPixel™ scales up awareness for your offerings.



Our new fully integrated dashboard allows you to view ALL 

insights.  More than 50 integrations means no more switching 

between accounts for every client because all marketing 

channels are in one place.  A single, intuitive interface let’s 

you monitor your campaign in a streamlined fashion.

In mere seconds, you can build a complete dashboard –

simply link integrations – for every client in your agency.  

Branded to you, these custom user accounts give you and 

your client update access 24/7.   That means monitoring all 

campaigns across platforms in real time. 

SEO Audits, rank tracking and automated reporting all 

included. 

Active Campaign     Adroll AHREFS     Amazon Ads     Avanser Backlink Monitor     Bing Ads     Bing Webmaster Tools     Birdeye Brightlocal Call Tracking 

Metrics     CallRail CallSource Campaign Monitor     Constant Contact     Delacon DialogTech Facebook  Facebook Ads     GatherUp Google Ads 

Google Analytics     Google Display & Video 360     Google Lighthouse     Google My Business  Google Search Console  Google Sheets     Grade.US Hubspot

Instagram Instagram Ads     LinkedIn     LinkedIn Ads     MailChimp Majestic     Marchex MOZ     PhoneWagon Pinterest Pinterest Ads     Rank Tracker     

SemRush Shopify Simpli.Fi Site Auditor  Snapchat Ads     Synup Tiktok Ads     TrustPilot TWILIO     Twitter     Twitter Ads     Unbounce Vendasta Vimeo

What Converts     WildJar Woo Commerce     YELP     YEXT     YouTube



Using our data services, we’ll deliver “clean” data that 

performs better.  Combined with our proprietary 

programming, we guarantee 95% Inbox delivery and a 

40% open rate. We even integrate with programs like 

MailChimp for your convenience. 

Cleaner Data

=

Better Results

Enhanced SEO built into 

the back end of every 

page and feature

Targeted SmartPixel™

Technology (TSPT)

SmartPixel™ Integrated

Google cares about the quality of your website’s 

platform.  Get every advantage and maximize your 

Google Ad spend with an intelligent design.  More than 

just cost effective – it will probably cost less than you think. 

Automate direct mail and send a $2 postcard to every 

visitor who spends more than 2 minutes on your website

– customized to the products and services they

browsed  – using our exclusive “Propensity to 

Purchase” algorithm for unpredecented ROI.



SEO is far more than search terms and key words.  It’s also about

integrating coding into your website’s back- end programming 

that makes Google, Yahoo, Bing , etc. love crawling and indexing

your site.  Yes, Index crawlers can love or hate your website.

One of the most misunderstood aspects of SEO is how a website 

Platform contributes to or detracts from marketing results. Cheap 

websites lose money - and often cost money in unexpected ways.

For example: Did you know that the WIX site takes 50% more 

time to configure for SEO than a WordPress site?  And delivers 50% less marketing results with search engines?   

If a WordPress site requires 10 hours of SEO programming work, then a WIX site will probably require 15 hours.  

And still under-deliver.  That means that if you spent $100,000 on Google Ads with a WIX website, you 

probably got the value of $50,000 in results.  Better to spend $25,000 on a new WordPress site and get 100% 

of a $75,000 ad spend.  Crawlers love WordPress.  They don’t love WIX.  

Ask us for a complimentary Google Site Analysis to show how Google rates your website.  



Cracking the Google Shopping code is important to you.  You want your products to 

stand out, and for your innovative products to find traction with undiscovered 

audiences.

The key to understanding Google Shopping is to understand how their algorithm works.  

1.  You need to be promoting your products on Google Shopping for the algorithm to 

engage

2.  Google will push your product to clients in your geo-targeted area IF:

- You have creative tag lines under ALL products (called “Descriptive Writing”)

- Your creative tags are associated with your geo-fenced target area for ALL 

products

- The Google crawlers like your web site

Creative tags are search terms.  While Google Analytics can tell you how many people 

searched for a term similar to yours, eWebData can tell you which search terms people 

used to find you AND your competitors. Then we can tell you who they are and how to 

reach them with email and/or social media.



Physical businesses often live and die on 

geo-fencing.  It’s important that your 

marketing strategy penetrate your local 

market thoroughly to create powerful 

local reach. 

EWebData sets up geo-fences using key 

words and search terms. These are 

programmed into your website and our 

SmartPixel™.  The data you purchase provides 

strategic insight Into the realities of who is looking for you 

and who will buy from you.  The same data you purchase 

to inform your Google Shopping descriptive writing will inform

the pixel’s targeting systems.

This data helps us fence your customers away from your competitors by fencing them into Artificial 

Intelligence designed re-targeting ads to increase click-thru and purchase rates. 



eWebData has helped us reach 

our Ads Re-targeting campaign 

objective and beyond! They have 

done an amazing job in creating 

an audience segmentation 

strategy for us and leveraged their 

expertise in programmatic display 

to optimize our Return On 

Advertising Spend (ROAS).

Having an integrated digital 

approach is essential to any 

campaign. eWebData’s unique 

1-to-1 household IP targeting 

continues to prove itself as an 

incredibly effective means to 

reach targeted audiences 

without wasted impressions.

The micro-targeting campaign 

was successful for the Garcetti

campaign and Engaged: BDR… 

they delivered over 7 million 

impressions in just over two 

weeks… 10% to 17% better clilck-

through rates for Latinos and 

English-speaking Latinos ages 18-

46…those returns [are] the reason 

why election campaigns want to 

know you better than you know 

yourself. 



• MALONE MEDIA SKI RESORT CAMPAIGN

• THE COLON CANCER PREVENTION PROJECT IN LOUISVILLE, 

KY

• THE KENTUCKY GUILD OF CRAFT BREWERS

• UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA FOOTBALL PROGRAM



When you purchase the data 

of these new visitors to 

your website, you are 

now serving hot leads 

to your sales team, in 

addition to the new 

newsletter sign-ups 

and requests for 

more information.

We put the power of increasing ROI in your hands 

by leveraging your efforts exponentially.



We appreciate your consideration!

CEO
rsmith@ewebdata.com

317.970.3904


